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He founded the hedge fund Scion Capital , which he ran from until , before closing the firm to
focus on his own personal investments. Burry is best known for being the first investor to
foresee and profit from the subprime mortgage crisis that occurred between and Michael Burry
was born in and grew up in San Jose, California. At the age of two he lost one of his eyes to
cancer and has had an artificial eye ever since. Burry studied economics and pre-med at the
University of California, Los Angeles , went on to earn an M. While off duty at night, Burry
worked on his hobby, financial investing. Despite not practicing, Burry has kept his license as a
physician active with the Medical Board of California , including continuing education
requirements. After medical school, Burry worked as a Stanford Hospital neurology resident
and then a Stanford Hospital pathology resident. Burry then left to start his own hedge fund. He
had already developed a reputation as an investor by demonstrating success in value investing
, which he wrote about on message boards on the stock discussion site Silicon Investor
beginning in He was so successful with his stock picks that he attracted the interest of
companies such as Vanguard , White Mountains Insurance Group and prominent investors such
as Joel Greenblatt. Burry has a strictly traditional understanding of value. After shutting down
his website in November , Burry started the now defunct hedge fund Scion Capital , funded by
an inheritance and loans from his family. Burry quickly earned extraordinary profits for his
investors. Burry was able to achieve these returns by shorting overvalued tech stocks at the
peak of the internet bubble [13] i. The next year, , the stock market finally turned around and
rose In , Burry started to focus on the subprime market. Through his analysis of mortgage
lending practices in and , he correctly predicted that the real estate bubble would collapse as
early as Burry's research on the values of residential real estate convinced him that subprime
mortgages , especially those with "teaser" rates , and the bonds based on these mortgages,
would begin losing value when the original rates were replaced by much higher rates, often in
as little as two years after initiation. This conclusion led Burry to short the market by
persuading Goldman Sachs and other investment firms to sell him credit default swaps against
subprime deals he saw as vulnerable. This analysis proved correct, and Burry profited
accordingly. During his payments toward the credit default swaps, Burry suffered an investor
revolt, where some investors in his fund worried his predictions were inaccurate and demanded
to withdraw their capital. According to his website, Burry liquidated his credit default swap
short positions by April and did not benefit from the bailouts of and In an April 3, op-ed for The
New York Times , Burry argued that anyone who studied the financial markets carefully in , , and
could have recognized the growing risk in the subprime markets. Burry has focused much of
his attention on investing in water, gold, and farm land. Burry has been quoted saying "Fresh,
clean water cannot be taken for granted. And it is notâ€”water is political, and litigious. Burry
initiated short position s on Tesla before or around early December , according to a now-deleted
tweet [24] [25] and likely added to his short positions [26] [27] after the market cap of Tesla
surpassed that of Facebook. Burry is married, with children, and currently lives in Saratoga,
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Change Vehicle. Perfectly matched rotors and pads along with upgraded stainless steel
hardware, new pin bushings and high temperature brake lubricant. Evolution Coated rotors are
the budget conscious, direct bolt-on replacement for your daily driven vehicle. These disc brake
rotors are fully coated, including inside the vanes, using Genuine GEOMET Coating for long
lasting protection against rust and corrosion. To ensure a trouble-free installation, these rotors
are OE weight and vane configuration to guarantee they fit your vehicle. Welcome to the easy,
bolt-on replacement for your standard stock brake rotors with Evolution Coated. In the world of
vehicle maintenance, replacing your brakes is an easy job to tackle on your own. Our
step-by-step installation guides will help you get the job done. Not confident in your abilities as
a mechanic? No problem! We have a network of installers that are ready to help you out. The
break-in procedure is critical to brake performance. The reason for a proper break-in is to
establish an even layer of friction material deposited on the rotors from the brake pads. It is
very important that this initial layer of friction material is evenly distributed. After installation,
perform 30 decelerations from 30 mph to 5 mph with 30 seconds in between each deceleration

for cooling. You should expect to smell some resin as the brakes get hot. If you're forced to
stop, complete the stop and either shift the vehicle into park or give room in front so you can
allow the vehicle to roll slightly while waiting for the traffic light. The rotors will be very hot and
holding down the brake pedal will force the brake pad to contact the rotor and possibly create
an imprint on the rotor. This imprint may contribute to the creation of brake judder. Once this is
completed and the brakes have cooled to standard operating temperature, you may use the
brakes normally. Never cool your brakes with water, as this can damage them. Proper pad
bedding can prevent rotor warping. PowerStop LLC warrants its rotors and pads to be free from
defects in materials or workmanship for 30 days from the purchase date or miles of use,
whichever occurs first. The product, when properly installed in the type of vehicle prescribed,
and in which a material or workmanship defect is found, will be exchanged free of charge if
returned to the seller who is authorized to service this warranty. PowerStop LLC is not
responsible for its products when they are subjected to misuse, abuse, improper application,
improper installation, or accident. Normal wear is not covered by this warranty. Viewing
PowerStop Pro Site. Switch to Consumer Site. Brake Finder. Match Your Vehicle. Your Vehicle.
Daily-Driver, Stock Replacement Upgrade. Will not fit your vehicle. Dust-free braking
performance. Each Evolution Coated rotor is checked and balanced for safe, smooth braking
performance. Precision Made. A Great Look. How To Guides. Take it to a Pro Not confident in
your abilities as a mechanic? Find an Installer. Break-In is critical for optimal performance The
break-in procedure is critical to brake performance. The PowerStop Difference. Because when
we can all stop better, the roads are a safer place. Have a question? We've highlighted the
actors starring in multiple movies and shows nominated for Golden Globes in Watch the video.
See the full gallery. Search for " Sin Nombre " on Amazon. Honduran teenager Sayra reunites
with her father, an opportunity for her to potentially realize her dream of a life in the U. Moving
to Mexico is the first step in a fateful journey of unexpected events. Written by IMDb Editors. I
saw this beautifully crafted new film at Sundance and was completely entranced. The
cinematography and design is astounding. The new faces and local actors give everything for
the project. And indeed the film is full of all kinds of personal, empirical moments that reach up
and contrast the violence and epic quality of the piece. Ultimately the film has a very classical
quality that evokes an "Odyssey" kind of timelessness. Everyone should go see this in the
theatres the moment it comes out. Great, great first film. Sign In. Get a sneak peek of the new
version of this page. Keep track of everything you watch; tell your friends. Full Cast and Crew.
Release Dates. Official Sites. Company Credits. Technical Specs. Plot Summary. Plot Keywords.
Parents Guide. External Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings. External Reviews. Metacritic
Reviews. Photo Gallery. Trailers and Videos. Crazy Credits. Alternate Versions. Rate This. A
Honduran young girl and a Mexican gangster are united in a journey across the American
border. Writer: Cary Joji Fukunaga. Watch on Prime Video included with Prime. Added to
Watchlist. From metacritic. My favorite films About Immigrants. Related Items. Share this Rating
Title: Sin Nombre 7. Use the HTML below. You must be a registered user to use the IMDb rating
plugin. Big Lips Leonardo Alonso Tierra Blanca Mujer Marcela Feregrino Kimberly Kristyan
Ferrer Willy 'El Casper' Giovani Florido Sayra Ariel Galvan Martha Marlene Gabriela Garibaldi
Edit Storyline Honduran teenager Sayra reunites with her father, an opportunity for her t
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o potentially realize her dream of a life in the U. Taglines: The greatest sin of all is risking
nothing. Edit Did You Know? Trivia Cary Fukunaga spent two years researching the film,
spending time with people on the trains and with gangsters in Central America. He also used
two gang members to script edit making the slang and language as up to date and realistic as
possible. Goofs The teardrop tattoo on el Casper's right eye is missing in two consecutive
scenes on the top of the train but is visible on his face throughout the movie both before and
after these scenes on the train. She smoked this puro, then told me with her freaky voice that I'd
make it to the U. Was this review helpful to you? Yes No Report this. Country: Mexico.
Language: Spanish. Runtime: 96 min 96 min. Sound Mix: Dolby Digital. Color: Color. Edit page.
Clear your history. Marero as Sixto Felipe Castro. Tierra Blanca Mujer. El Smiley as Kristian
Ferrer. Willy 'El Casper'. El Sipe as Giovanni Florido. Martha Marlene.

